
A Quick Course in Pre-Marital Education

Did you know that, now, in Texas, when you obtain a marriage 
license you will be given a premarital education handbook and 
encouraged to attend a premarital education course?  Texas 
legislation has implemented this as an attempt to intervene with the 
increasing divorce rate.  

The truth is that most of us know more about what’s on TV than 
we do about how to manage a healthy, intimate relationship.  I 
know I was certainly clueless about it. Which is undoubtedly why I 
ended up divorced twice. I suspect most newlyweds are like I was, 
naive and full of fantasies with nothing to solidify my dreams.  

In order to make sense of what I was experiencing when I married 
I did what I had learned through nature and nurture: I blamed him.  
After all, he was the source of my misery.  Certainly if he just 
straightened up and did right my happiness would be achieved.  
But of course, the reality is that I had no idea what it was I really 
wanted from him, or how to go about getting it from him.  I didn’t 
understand what I wanted; let alone what it would take to get him 
to do it!  Blaming him was much easier than figuring all that out.  

Blame is a survival mechanism.  When we can figure out whom or 
what to blame then we can come up with a strategy to survive.  
Blame is a brain function.  Our old brain, the part of us that drives 
our survival has simplistic views of our world and of ourselves.  It 
is not complicated by our cognitions.  For this part of our brain, 
something is either good or bad, threatening or safe, there is no in 
between.  By categorizing our partner into the category of our 
enemy we can easily determine what we should do for our 
survival.  We then strategize on how to overcome our enemy.  



Of course, this is not terribly conducive to retaining an intimate 
connection! So what can we do to overcome this innate 
programming? How can we turn our enemy back into our lover?  

The key is to understand that our old brain is operating on false 
premises.  Our old brain thinks that our partner really is threatening 
our life, and that we are in real physical danger.  Except in the case 
of physically abusive relationships, this is not true.  When we 
recognize that we have a choice about how we view our partner, 
we can make different choices.  

By doing this simple thing: offering our partner our empathy and 
respect while owning our part in the conflict, we change the way 
our brain perceives the situation.  It moves us out of our old brain 
survival mechanism and back into connection with our partner.  
Moving ourselves toward connection instead of away from it in the 
old brain fashion exponentially increases the odds of achieving 
marital success.  


